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Kirameku Enki

Kirameku Enki is a player character played by Whisper.

Kirameku Enki

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33A Female
Date of Birth: 35日 9月 YE 36
Organization: Noval Heavy Industries
Occupation: Professional Relations

Rank: Secretary
Current Placement: Noval Professional Relations

Preferred Plots

United Corporate Fleet “Beyond”1.

Physical Description

Enki is a tall Nekovalkyrja woman with strong Asian influences. She dresses in the common Noval fashion
- more ostentatious than necessary, while still appearing classy. She braids the top of her hair and pulls
all of her hair back into a long ponytail. Her body is toned, showing her continuous efforts to stay in top
condition despite her civilian role.

She tends to have a discerning, cautious look to her when not around clients, a remnant of her long
military history.
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Personality

General Personality

Enki carries herself in the fashion of a 'proper Yamataian lady' while still remaining a resolute,
insightful business woman.
With people she is comfortable around, she is much more relaxed and behaves more like a polite
soldier type. She isn't afraid to make the occasional rude comment, crass joke, or unkind
observation.
She cares deeply about her appearance, taking great care with the way she looks and dresses. This
is one of the reasons that she enjoys working for Noval - she gets an excellent incidentals budget.

Motivations/Goals

Enki has largely accomplished the goals she held when she was born. She now seeks to accomplish
the tasks given to her in the best fashion possible while enjoying the benefits of civilian life.

Work Ethic

A strong work ethic is one of Enki's defining features. Despite her calm, relaxed demeanor, she is
always giving her 100% at whatever it is that she is doing. In the face of poor or impossible odds,
Enki is the type to lean in harder.

Habits

Enki takes great care of her appearance and enjoys reading fashion magazines in her free time.
Each morning and night, Enki runs through various kata for kendo, kempo, and aikido, as well as
yoga and her SAoY drills.

Demeanor

Enki is a reserved woman who carries herself proudly. She prefers to allow her actions to speak for
her, where possible.
When she must talk at length, she does so with grace and care. Her words are carefully chosen for
the greatest impact.

Relationships/Social

Enki has few long-term relationships, having learned the dangers of becoming too attached during
her time in the Star Army.
She is strongly connected to Nevarra Noval, who helped in her transformation to the woman she is
today. She views Nevarra as more than just an employer. Their relationship is more similar to a lord
and their samurai than something driven by a simple paycheck.

History
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Kirameku Enki was born in YE 36 as part of the Star Army of Yamatai's mass production efforts. She
served through various missions and campaigns across the next four years before deciding that she was
ready for a change.

That change came in the form of a chance encounter with Nevarra Noval, CEO of the Noval Heavy
Industries. The CEO was in the market for a capable bodyguard and assistant; a seasoned Nekovalkyrja
seemed to be an excellent fit. What followed was a different sort of grueling training in business acumen,
proper manners, and high society. For someone with her background, this new battlefield proved to be
immensely challenging.

Nevarra, however, was insistent, and Enki is not the sort to give up. While her combat instincts and
training have never faded away, she is now able to present herself as a savvy business woman and acts
as a trusted confidant of the Noval family. When she is not assisting with business deals, she is often
seen in the company of Andar Noval, acting as a bodyguard for the corporation's young master.

Skills Learned

Optional section. Kirameku Enki has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
After many years of service, Enki is an excellent fighter at all ranges, with a special emphasis
on close-range combat. When fighting, her style is graceful and acrobatic, relying on speed
and precision over brute strength.

Leadership
Thanks to her training and experience, Enki is a capable diplomat and business woman. She
is trusted by Noval's CEO to foster delicate business relationships and challenging ventures.

Humanities
In addition to combat and business, Enki has been trained in a number of traditional
Yamataian arts to help round out her cultural perspective. She can perform tea ceremonies,
write with calligraphy, discuss philosophical concepts, and so forth in a conduct appropriate
for Yamataian nobles and executives.

Social Connections

Kirameku Enki is connected to:

Nevarra Noval / Noval Heavy Industries (Employer)
Andar Noval (Ward)

OOC Information

This article was created on 2020/04/08 14:10 using the namespace template.

In the case whisper becomes inactive:
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Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Imgur album for Enki's look:

https://imgur.com/a/CIytB1Y
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